
It is a mobile device (hardware and software) capable of measuring objects of any
shape and type, with a limit of 59in per edge; based on artificial intelligence and 
vision, with which we automate the process of dimensioning, weighing and trans-
cription data in less than 1 second, with 99% accuracy.

Measures, weighs and takes a photo of the product in just 1 second! 

Features
It measures

Easy

The best ally for your company!

CubiQ (Camera)
1 perfectly calibrated camera, 
with resolution of 
640 x 480 pixels.
 

Quick

Insurance 

Weighs

Takes pictures

Reads barcodes

Estructura
Ceiling - wall 
*(there are other structure options, 
They are quoted separately).

Power
110 VAC.

Technical specifications

Hardware and Peripherals

Accuracy
99% accuracy in 
all the measurements, 
certified by NTEP.

Speed
1 second of measurement
and data capture.
1 cm accuracy for 
any object.

Optimizes the productivity of the operations of the logistics chain of 
your company up to 18% with a technological and innovative device
that transforms the results of logistics chains into industries such as 
transporters, Freight forwards, Couriers, cargo consolidators, airlines 
and retail.

99%  
accuracy

Benefits
Standardization in measurement processes
Decreased inefficient times up to 200%
Freight reduction up to 8%

Make the operation efficient and increase your profits

CubiQ One is a device developed to the highest standards quality. What 
makes it a fundamental tool for the dimensioning of merchandise and the 
transformation of routine processes making them agile and efficient.

Screen
Touch screen 15" with 
installation base.

Processing
1 processing unit.

Space optimization up to 25%
Traceability in shipments
Custom metrics and reports

Compact, light and easy to install!

Higher
productivity!

Recognizes the characters on the label, eliminating the manual digitization 
of the information (with the OCR upgrade).

Recognizes label 
characters (OCR)

Stores in the 
cloud

Information collected
Measurements of each edge 
(height, width and length)
image and weight of the object.

Maximum measurements
59in x 59in x 59in

Compatibility
With any scale and barcode reader
scanner with 
serial communication.

Maintenance
Sealed unit, no mobile parts. 
It does not require 
maintenance.

Requirement of
installation
None. Operation 
Immediate.
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Simon Mejia 
Business analyst USA

simonm@cubiqnet.com
+1 575-921-1075

www.cubiqnet.com

LET'S TALK!


